Be-Tech
Fingerprint Digital Door Lock For Patio Door

Easy Access
Leading Keyless Solutions Since 1992

Alarm (Incorrect Fingerprint, RF Card or PIN code)
Alarm will be on and last for 60 seconds if anyone attempts to open
the lock with incorrect Fingerprint, RF Card or PIN code for 5 times.
Scramble code
You can enter random numbers prior to the right code
when there is a chance of exposing it to others.

***

K7S

Various access
Be-Tech K7s has four access solutions, Blue key,
Fingerprint, RF Card key or PIN code for your convenience

CARD

OR

Mobile APP
Allow users to configure and unlock the lock via mobile
phone.

Convenient

Model

Simple

Safe

High strength lock case
304 stainless steel with 1.5mm thickness assure high
strength performance to protect the inner mechanism
from drilling attempts
Flexible handle operation
Double lock by simple lifting of handle. And free turn
is available in 45 angle.
Anti-panic exit system
For convenience and in case of emergency, it allows you to
open the door by simply pulling its handle from inside.
Remote management(Optional)
Connecting between Wifi network and the locks by a Gateway
can fulfill multiple operations when the owner is far away from
home. Like browsing the access record, unlocking and amending
the valid time of pin-codes, etc. This is way more flexible to
manage the access for the owner that has houses to rent out.

Mechanical key override
For emergency, it can also be unlocked with a mechanical
key.
Low battery warning signal
A continuous “beep” sound during door access will alert
you to replace batteries.

Specification
Specifications

Parts
Front(Front Body)

33(W)*300(L)*78(D)mm

Back(Back Body)

38(W)*300(L)*78(D)mm

Door Thickness

Applicable Range 35-60mm

Lock Case

304 Stainless Steel

Door Stile Width

Minimun 50mm

Customized &
permanent Codes

Up to 150 Groups

Fingerprint

Up to 100Groups

RF Card

Up to 10 Groups(000000~0000000000)(1 master group & 9 user groups)

Battery

4X1.5V AA alkaline batteries

Applicable Door

Swing Patio Door , Sliding Patio Door ,Aluminium door

Hook mortise
Remarks
Temperature: Workable -20~60℃
Operation Humidity: Workable 20%~95%RH

Last up to 1 year (10 Times used a day)
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